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This book is a French translation of the American historian Frederic Cheyette’s (FLC) original version 

published in 2001 (Ermengarde of Narbonne and the World of the Troubadours, Cornell University Press). 

It is an account of the life of a Viscountess of Narbonne who for over fifty years in the later twelfth century 

ruled this small territorial principality in the southern Languedoc along the Mediterranean. The author 

gives a moving account of how, in the course of another inquiry, he became aware of this viscountess 

about whom practically nothing had been written and who was practically unknown to modern historians. 

Finding that several troubadours if her own day considered her to be a personality of a similar order of 

fame and distinction as her contemporaries Eleanor of Aquitaine and Marie de Champagne, he was drawn 

into writing this book. His search for documentation in order to reconstruct her life and career led him to 

uncover a small body of material: several letters, two oaths of fidelity to her, her marriage contract, 

documents of transactions in which she was involved, and her will and testament. But with the exception 

of the latter these deal with official matters and are not personally revealing. Consequently he was 

frustrated in his desire to recover something of the personality and character of this woman. 

Enough was available, however, for him to trace in broad outline the main periods in her life from the time 

of her marriages in 1144 and shortly thereafter, to her becoming the ruler of her viscounty in her teens, 

and then her participation in the political, dynastic, and religious controversies and wars which afflicted the 

region until her death in 1196. (Her lack of children – two successive marriages in her early teens failed 

when her husbands left her abruptly – left her the uncontested ruler of Narbonne and its lands for the rest 

of her life.) 

The first part of the book is a description of the setting: the town of Narbonne as it had come down from 

Roman times; its buildings, fortifications etc. Then a survey of its economic life, particularly its commercial 

wealth from foreign trade, and after this its rural settlements and agriculture in the surrounding country. 

Narbonne was the seat of an influential archdiocese, and members of the viscomital family succeeded one 

another as the prelates thus enabling them to control this office. FLC devotes a main part of his 

monograph to a study of Ermengarde’s relations with the local and regional aristocracy who formed her 

entourage, with a close look at the feudal ties binding them to her, and their occasional disputes. His final 

subject of importance is a narrative of the dynastic wars which troubled the last thirty five years of her life 

with her viscounty of Narbonne caught in the middle of the struggle between two greater powers for 
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control of this part of Occitanie, the counts of Toulouse and the counts of Barcelona, later integrated into 

the kingdom of Aragon. On rare occasions the chance survival of Ermengarde’s own documents – e. g. 

her letter to King Louis VII of 1173 – makes it possible to know precisely her own stand on the issues of 

the day. And these included the Cathar heresy which affected heavily the southern Languedoc, including 

the town of Narbonne, and drew a powerful reaction. Ermengarde’s rule came to an ignominious end after 

1192 when her nephew whom she had designated as her successor to the viscomital office inexplicably 

drove her out of Narbonne and she died in exile, abandoned by family and entourage in 1196.

The title of this book, »Ermengarde de Narbonne et le monde des troubadours«, naturally arouses the 

reader’s curiosity about her relations with those poets in her day. Did some of them form part of her court, 

what can be learned from them, and from her, about their mutual relations, what was her attitude to their 

poetry, and theirs to her as an influential princess and political figure? Unfortunately very little. If 

Ermengarde ever wrote anything about troubadour poetry it has not survived. FLC cites five different 

troubadours in whose poems Ermengarde may be the woman alluded to »sous des noms codes« (p 20), 

but he gives the text of only one of these. In two different poems the troubadour Peire Rogier almost 

certainly addresses Ermengarde to express his love for her. These are striking verses and certainly would 

seem to point the existence not only of an amorous relationship between the two but also to her court 

having been frequented by poets. But further concrete evidence of the latter is lacking. I write this not as a 

reproach to FLC; several times he acknowledges this fact and emphasizes that his is a reconstruction of 

what may have been the courtly atmosphere around the Viscountess of Narbonne. The evidence is 

tantalizing and I share the author’s regret that the sources available today provide so little information 

about Ermengarde’s influence and renown. 
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